BI Developer/Consultant
We make IT work!
Balkan Services is an IT consulting company helping organizations to nail the right software
solution for their growing business and implement it in the fastest, the most efficient and a
smooth way.
Balkan Services is an official partner of leading global software providers such as Qlik, Oracle
NetSuite, LucaNet AG, AMANA Consulting, SoftOne Technologies and Microsoft.
The business software solutions in our portfolio provide optimization and management of all
key business processes: reporting, sales, production, supply chain, warehouse, financial
planning, consolidation and disclosure, customer relationships, IT support.
Since 2006, Balkan Services has successfully completed over 640 projects for business
software implementation, as well as the development of a complete IT infrastructure.
Our clients are primarily medium and large organizations in the following industries:
wholesale and retail, manufacturing, finance and insurance, services and pharmacy.
In relation to new projects and increased work volume, the Balkan Services team is growing.
We seek to hire a BI Developer/Consultant
What activities you would perform?










You will take part in analyzing the clients' businesses and requirements, in defining the
project structure by theme, stage and detail;
You will participate in the project's technical realization through the Qlik platform
from data retrieval to analysis visualization;
Participation in business meetings with leads and existing customers of Balkan
Services in the field of BI;
Realization of specific customer expectations about BI projects;
Studying customer data and testing the results in the BI solutions;
Replying to customer requests via email, phone or in person;
Helping your colleagues, responsible for the BI platform technical support, in solving
technical case studies;
Assessing and planning the time needed to perform their tasks;
Presenting timely and detailed info on projects' status.

What we expect in terms of knowledge and skills?





Minimum of 2 years work experience on similar position at a similar business, related
to development or support of software or BI products (if you do not have such an
experience, but you are a quick learner and easily adaptable, please apply and give us
a chance to meet you!);
Basic knowledge of databases/SQL, understanding the idea of transactional systems;
Analytical thinking;








You need to be organized, precise and able to determine on your own (and with the
team) your priorities at work;
Understanding the importance of deadlines and excellent quality of work;
Ability to quickly get into and orient yourselves to the situation;
Taking pleasure in communicating with colleagues, customers (including people in
leadership positions);
Good knowledge of English—both spoken and written.
It is an advantage if you have experience using QlikView.

What we offer?








The opportunity to resolve interesting and challenging case studies;
Access to business models of successful companies of different industries;
Training on the basics of economy and business;
Stability and loyalty offered by the company;
Professional and personal development;
The freedom to make independent decisions, to express and put into practice your
ideas;
Competitive salary.

Please send your CVs to jobs@balkanservices.com or apply using your Linkedin account.
The first part of our recruitment process is a task that we will send to approved candidates.
Those of you, who send us a video, letter or an email about their motivation to join our team,
will have an advantage.

